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of our business. How it works We have a small team of experienced IT and technical product experts. We start with a deep understanding of your business. We partner with you to understand and clarify your vision and strategy. We develop a plan which is realistic, efficient and specific. We may need to return to you to clarify the plan or provide additional advice. We will work
closely with you, your staff, your technology and your client base. We will manage the project from beginning to end using a range of delivery methods. We will continue to work with you to complete the project and deliver on schedule. We will give you a detailed report on the results of the project at the completion. WOW! What a great idea We were looking for an easy to use

system for our new website. After many challenges we managed to find a solution and the KZiL team have been extremely helpful and supportive throughout the set up process. I would absolutely recommend KZiL Software to anyone looking for an easy to use system. - Nina Kols, Adcem Very efficient We began with a small idea but very much in need of a simple and very
effective system to handle what we do. For anyone looking for a simple system that can be easily expanded to meet future requirements, it has been a pleasure working with the KZiL team. - Andrez Babka Great Way to reach Customers We were looking for a platform to improve our knowledge and training to our client base and the system has been very user friendly, it has

given us some great training tools as well as the ability to create a group that connects us to our client base. - Gabrielle Clarke A Worked Example of Product Perfection KZiL Software provides a well-designed and user friendly product for anyone wishing to market a product online. This allows for a powerful and simple interface to broadcast your product. We have been
extremely pleased with the level of service that KZiL Software has provided. - Linda Shiels A Brilliant Website and an Innovative Product KZiL Software has been responsible for creating a truly innovative product. They have produced a fantastic website for our business. They have designed the product to work efficiently and in a technically perfect manner. In addition they

have dealt with our database issues. In the time we have had
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